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**Resolutions**

1. Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
2. New guidelines received from NAAC and hence SSR submission is to be withheld until further notice. Final draft of the SSR was reviewed.
3. Academic Calendar for 2016-17 was discussed. Plan of action for the year 2016-17 was discussed and chalked out.
4. Inputs for Prospectus 2017-18 were discussed. College should celebrate the 70 years of its founding by planning certain activities from June onwards. Online admission should be implemented for first-year admissions.
5. No new issue was discussed.
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**Resolutions**

- Minutes of the last meeting were read & confirmed.
- Plans of the institution are as follows:
  - Setting up e-classroom under scheme of DST-FIST
  - Plan for utilization of the second installment of CPE grants discussed
  - Submission of the new proposal for College of Excellence to UGC
  - Submission of proposal under the scheme of star college to DBT
  - Work to begin on installation of 50 new solar panels
  - Renovation of boys/girls hostel
  - Proposal to be submitted to BCUDP, SPPU under the scheme of RSP for organizing state and National seminar
  - Renovation of boys wash basin
  - Activities on the occasion of celebration of 70th year of establishment of the College were planned. Activities such as (i) Inauguration at the hands of Vice Chancellor of Savitribai Phule Pune University prof. (Dr.) Nitin Karmalkar (ii) Organizing sports & cultural activities/competitions (iii)Activity at intra-collegiate and inter-collegiate (iv) Series of articles in New papers about the College by Alumni
  - Renovation of library building and new infrastructure
  - Development of office infrastructure
  - Construction of two new classroom
  - Setting up Biotechnology Bioinformatics lab in Biotechnology department.
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**Resolutions**

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Plan of action prepared for the year were reviewed.

Under Quality Improvement Program, Baidu, SPPU, proposals for conducting one national and two state-level seminars be submitted.

Various infrastructure improvement work to be taken up, including renovation of labs at Chemistry, Biology, and Botany, RSDA, and Research Hall.

Submit a proposal to SPPU to organise the Research Project Competition "Innovation".

Organise guest lectures under the CPE scheme.

Prepare SSR for the third cycle. Responsibility be assigned to individuals to prepare inputs for each criterion. Hence, following editorial teams formed:

1. Committee I: Dr. R. P. Deshmukh
2. Committee II: Dr. P. V. Kadam
3. Committee III: Dr. P. V. Kadam
4. Committee IV: Dr. S. V. Pathare
5. Committee V: Dr. A. B. R. Bhandarkar
6. Committee VI: Dr. A. B. R. Bhandarkar
7. Committee VII: Dr. S. G. Bhomekar

Member suggested various activities be planned in line with the government's plans for April 20...
The Pay issue has been finalized.

Proceed with the Department Chair to organize the plan for:

- Exercise SOP should be revised by December.
- Secure the budget for the Department.

The sub-committees should hold meetings from now on and:
- Prepare the draft for the sub-committees.
- Departmental issues need to be addressed and resolved.
- Each Committee should have member from each.

2. Committee:
- Dr. N. G. B. Gabriel
- Dr. C. N. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. P. B. D. More

2. Committee:
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. C. M. D. B. G. Gabriel
- Dr. P. B. D. More

There are sub-committees to be held by following senior staff:

- Dr. T. B. N. A. Thomas
- Dr. T. B. N. A. Thomas
- Dr. T. B. N. A. Thomas
- Dr. T. B. N. A. Thomas
- Dr. P. B. D. More

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
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**Resolutions**

- Members of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

- Inputs received from the sub-committees were discussed.

- There were need for more detailed inputs in some sections especially in criterion 2, criterion 3, and criterion 5.

- Finalization of the IIS scheme should be speeded up.

- Departments should try to collect feedback from parents, alumni, students, and relevant employment.

- Documentary evidence of the inputs in IIS should be submitted to the IGAC.

- It was decided to approach an external expert to verify the IIS.
The IQAC in its meeting held on 30 April 2016 had finalized the Plan of Action for the academic year 2016-17. This plan of action was submitted to the Principal who had placed this in the Administrative Committee meeting where the Plan was approved. The plan consisted of the following:

1. Utilization of 2\textsuperscript{nd} instalment of DST/FIST funding for setting up of e-learning classrooms
2. Submission of proposals for additional courses under the scheme of community college.
3. Resubmission of Star College proposal (if the present proposal which is under consideration, is not sanctioned)
4. Submission of proposal under Quality Improvement Program to BCUD, Savitribai Phule Pune University for national level and state level seminars and purchase of lab / office equipments
5. Implementation of various activities and programs under the scheme of CPE as part of the utilization of the s\textsuperscript{2nd} instalment of funds sanctioned by UGC.
6. Submission of RUSA proposal to UGC.
7. Submission of proposal to BCUD for extra division of MSc Physics, MSc Organic Chemistry and MSc Maths.
9. Submission of proposal to University of Pune for starting BLib course.
10. Submission of proposal to UGC for construction of indoor stadium.
11. To continue Certificate courses in Foreign Languages
12. To set up computer lab at Geography department
13. To start Certificate Course in GIS under career oriented program.
14. Renovation of labs at Chemistry, Zoology and Biotechnology
15. Extension of differently-abled centre.
16. Renovation of recreation hall
17. Setting up of new server for office automation
18. Building additional washroom for boys and girls.
19. Construction of two wheeler parking under the scheme of QIP of BCUD, Savitribai Phule Pune University
20. Setting up a common area for boys and girls near library.
21. Upgradation of examination section
22. Installation of temperature & humidity display system.
23. Digitization of Library books.
24. Installation of RO system for drinking water.
25. Setting up Rain water harvesting.
26. Providing separate facility for Women's Cell.
27. Provision for additional classrooms.

Accordingly, the College aimed at implementing the Plan of Action. The IQAC in its meeting held on 16.6.2016 reviewed it and suggestions for implementation were made.

Action Taken
The IQAC in its meeting held on 2.5.2017 reviewed the status of the implementation of the Action Plan. The following plans have been accomplished:
1. Utilization of 2nd instalment of DST/FIST funding for setting up of e-learning classrooms.
2. Resubmission of Star College proposal.
3. Submission of proposal under Quality Improvement Program to BCUD, Savitribai Phule Pune University for national level and state level seminars and purchase of lab/office equipments
4. Guest lectures under the scheme of CPE as part of the utilization of the 2nd instalment of funds sanctioned by UGC.
5. Submission of proposal to BCUD for extra division of MSc Physics, MSc Organic Chemistry and MSc Maths.
7. Submission of proposal to University of Pune for starting BLib course.
8. To continue Certificate courses in Foreign Languages
9. To set up computer lab at Geography department
10. To start Certificate Course in GIS under career oriented program.
11. Renovation of labs at Chemistry, Zoology and Biotechnology
12. Extension of differently-abled centre.
13. Renovation of recreation hall
14. Setting up of new server for office automation
15. Building additional washroom for boys and girls.
16. Setting up a common area for boys and girls near library.
17. Upgradation of examination section
18. Installation of temperature & humidity display system.
19. Providing separate facility for Women's Cell.

The following plans could not be implemented:

1. Installation of RO system for drinking water.
2. Provision for additional classrooms.

The following plans are awaiting for relevant announcements of the concerned departments and agencies:

1. Submission of proposals for additional courses under the scheme of community college.
2. Submission of RUSA proposal to UGC.

The following plans are under process:

1. Submission of proposal to UGC for construction of indoor stadium.
2. Construction of two wheeler parking under the scheme of QIP of BCUD, Savitribai Phule Pune University
3. Digitization of Library books.

The College is satisfied with the progress made during the year with respect to achieving the goals set for the year.

Dr. S.B. Iyer
Coordinator, IQAC

Dr. RJ Barnabas
Principal
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